LCME Self-Study CQI Teams

Organizational CQI Team Members:
Sofia Hernandez (Co-Leader), Lucila Lagace, Pam Parker, Mike Patriarca (Co-Leader), Robert Nelson, Melba Sanchez, and Ramey Benfield

Curriculum & Assessment CQI Team Members:

Student Research CQI Team:
Kelsey Baker (Leader), Jennifer Cahn, Angela Cook, David Goldblatt (MS3), Adrian Sandoval, John Ronnau, and Beatriz Tapia

Learning Environment CQI Team:
Kathy Carter, Joanne Curran, Naomi D’Acrolatse, Michael Dobbs, Naomi Fang, Stan Fisch (Co-Leader), Nausheen Jamal, Evan Perez (Co-Leader), Paul Renaud, Elissa Serapio, and Adela Valdez

Student Support CQI Team:
Stephanie Atkins-Sharpe (Leader), Mercy Azeke, Ramey Benfield, Joanne Curran, Wandy Cruz-Velasquez, Cristel Escalona, Stanley Fisch, Shuchita Jhaveri (MS3), Betty Monfort, Scott Spear, Leo Vela, and Harideep Yeruva (MS2).

Diversity & CME CQI Team:
Armando Garza, Sofia Hernandez, Satish Kumar, Betty Monfort, Vera Ruiz, Beatriz Tapia, Adela Valdez (Leader), and Maria Villegas

Faculty Engagement CQI Team:
Jose Campo-Maldonado, Joanne Curran, Karina Madrigal, Robert Nelson, Tony Ogburn, Beatriz Tapia (Co-Leader), Andrew Tsin, and Sarah Williams-Blangero (Co-Leader)